Platoon Level Opord: Show-Me-Gold CO, 1st Platoon
1. Situation.
a. Area of Interest. Redhawk City to the South, South East, and South West. Predominant area is the central
region called AO Brandt is used as a staging area for anti-coalition force operations and AO Newton to the
North.
b. Area of Operations. AO Brandt located in the central region of Redhawk City . The Southern boundary
is MSR Normal. The Northern Boundary is MSR Madrid. The western boundary is MSR Henderson. The
Eastern boundary is MSR Sprigg.
(1) Terrain. 131 m. Altitude. Urban area heavily populated with civilians and buildings. Terrain is
predominantly flat with elevation shifts of approximately 27 m.
(a) Obstacles & Fields of Fire. Buildings, vehicular traffic, and civilian traffic. Open field in
vicinity BG75853277 provides enemy forces a significant strategic day and night time
advantage due to change in elevation and canalization.
(b) Avenues of approach. Buildings provide intermittent concealment during movement.
Multiple avenues of approach lead into our AO. Urban areas have paved roads that allow for
ease of maneuver.
(c)Key Terrain. Service road entrance vicinity grid BG757325 provides unimproved road access
entering the Northern section of our AO. Open field located at grid BG75853277 used as LZ/PZ.
Plateau in the vicinity of Redhawk City allows high visibility of activities along MSR Normal,
MSR Henderson, and MSR Pacific. Einstein in vicinity BG75703257 near the Southwest
boundary is key to staging operations and the control of public opinion.
(d) Cover and Concealment. Buildings provide intermittent cover and concealment throughout
the AI.
(2) Weather. 25 degrees high/ 14 degrees low
c. Enemy. Enemy forces (EF) have been operating a Command, Control, and Communications (C3) node
and housing weapons caches throughout AO Brandt. EF have enjoyed freedom of maneuver throughout
Redhawk. EF enjoy freedom of movement along MSR Madrid, MSR Normal, MSR Sprigg, and MSR
Henderson. The enemy is expected to pursue an alternate avenue of approach into AO Brandt, through
MSR Cheney IOT defend the C3 node and weapons cache. A dismounted enemy Special Forces (ESF)
team occupied the northern region of Redhawk City in order to enlist the support of the local population.
They are reported to be armed with stolen small arms; M16, M249, & 240B’s. An SPF team typically
consists of 12 people organized into 3 squads. The SPF typically wears a modified coalition type uniform.
Once attacked, they can be reinforced by a squad of mounted infantry within 30 minutes, likely from the
Northern Avenue of approach along ASR ServiceAlley. They will attack a larger force, but will break
contact if decisively engaged.
(1) MPCOA. Enemy forces will conduct reconnaissance and small scale attacks on coalition
forces using IED’s and small arms.

(2) MDCOA. Enemy forces will isolate and destroy US forces operating in AO Brandt to reduce
the morale of local populace in order to gain public support.
d. Friendly Forces.
(1) Higher Unit. Show-Me-GOLD A CO, ME, Gain control of Redhawk NLT 121800Feb2015
and destroy enemy C3 node, weapons cache, and supply assets in order to prevent anti-coalition
forces from gaining momentum and swaying public opinion.
(2) Right Unit Show-Me-GOLD 2nd PLT attacks and secures AO Newton NLT 121800Feb2015
to disrupt enemy operations and to allow freedom of movement of the ME.
(3) Left Unit Show-Me-GOLD 3rd PLT secures MSR Madrid, MSR Sprigg, SMR Normal, and
MSR Henderson NLT 112300Feb2015 to prevent Anti-coalition reinforcements from
entering Redhawk to allow freedom of movement of the ME.
e. Civillian Considerations. Civilians within Redhawk City are friendly pro-government citizens that do
not tolerate anti-coalition forces.
f. Attach/Detach. None.
2. Mission.
1st Platoon will conduct an attack in AO Brandt on OBJ IronMan in vicinity BG75813268 NLT
121700Feb2015 IOT destroy enemy C3 node, weapons cache, and supply assets in order to prevent
anti-coalition forces from gaining momentum and swaying public opinion and be prepared to
conduct follow on missions.
3. Execution.
a. Commander’s intent. Purpose of this operation is to prevent anti-coalition forces freedom of
movement, destroy enemy C3 node and weapons cache IOT prevent anti-coalition forces from
gaining momentum.
End State. The task force will control AO Brandt by dominating major avenues of approach and
destroying SPF communications and cache sites in AO Brandt.
All enemy forces on OBJ IronMan killed or captured.
All enemy C3 nodes and cache sites secured.
1st PLT consolidates on OBJ IronMan with no casualties and prepares for follow on missions.
1st PLT establishes a hasty company perimeter defense and is prepared to execute stability
operations.
b. Concept of Operations. 1st Platoon will accomplish this by setting up TCP’s on OBJ Hulk and on
OBJ Thor, IOT disrupt enemy movement to allow the ME freedom of movement along MSR
Cheney. 1st PLT will conduct an assault on OBJ Ironman IOT destroy enemy communications and
weapons caches.
c. Scheme of Maneuver.
This will be a 4 phase attack.
Phase 1. Establish FOB on OBJ Einstein
Phase 2. Set up TCP’s
Phase 3. Attack

Phase 4. Consolidate and reorganize and transition to stability ops
d. Tasks to Subordinate Units.
1st Squad ME will attack to destroy ESF C3 node and weapon cache site located in AO Brandt on
OBJ IronMan in vicinity BG75813268 NLT 121700Feb2015 IOT disrupt enemy activities IOT
prevent anti-coalition forces from gaining momentum.
2nd Squad will set up rear security and conduct surveillance operations on the Northern side of OBJ
IronMan in vicinity BG75813268 NLT 121630Feb2015 IOT to secure ASR Service Alley and
Brandt Field from ESF movement.
3rd Squad will set up a TCP on OBJ Hulk in vicinity BG75653269 NLT 121600Feb2015 IOT allow
the ME freedom of movement and to prevent ESF movement along MSR Cheney.
4th Squad will set up a TCP on OBJ Thor in vicinity BG75913265 NLT 121600Feb2015 IOT allow
the ME freedom of movement and to prevent ESF movement along MSR Cheney.
e. Coordinating Instructions.
(1) This OPORD become effective time now
(2) Timeline:
Phase 1. 1st PLT occupies FOB Einstein NLT 121300Feb2015
Phase 2. LD Order of March; 3rd Squad LD NLT 121530Feb2015, 4th Squad LD NLT
121530Feb2015, 2nd Squad LD NLT 121600Feb2015, 1st Squad LD NLT
121630Feb2015
Phase 3. Co attack position LD NLT 121700Feb2015
Phase 4. Consolidation and reorganization NLT 121800Feb2015
(3) PIR: Type of supplies, communications equipment, NBC Capabilities.
(4) Reports: Crossing LD, enemy contact, captured EPWs, ACE after consolidation, and
SITREPS/SALUTE as needed.
4. SUSTAINMENT.
(a) Logistics. The supply point distribution method will be used for all classes of supply.
(1) Classes of Supply.
(a) Class I (Food). None
(b) Class II (Clothing, Individual/No n-expendable Equip.). None
(c) Class III (POL). None
(d) Class IV (Construction Material). Limited Class IV is available; resupply is through the
Company Operations. Concertina wire is available on the base for use.
(e) Class V (Ammo). Each Soldier will carry his/her full basic load. 4 Green smoke grenades will
be issued. One smoke grenade will be with each SL.
(f) Class VI (Personal Demand Items). None
(g) Class VII (Major End Items). None
(h) Class VIII (Medical). All squads will maintain a CLS bag during all operations and will ensure it
is replenished prior to each movement.
(i) Class IX (Repair Parts). None
b. Personnel.

(1) Health Systems Support. MEDEVAC is available upon request and transported to Saint Francis
Hospital Vic grid BG79513268. Green smoke will be used to mark the LZ for Air MEDEVAC
requests.
5. Command and Signal.
a. Command.
(1) PL follows main effort.
(3) Succession of Command: PL, PSG, ____ (You), ____SL, ____SL.
b. Signal.
(1) Call Signs: PL=T16, PSG=T17, FO=T15, 1SL=C31, 2SL=C32, 3SL=C33.
(2) Number Combination: 9
(3) Challenge and Password: Super/Heroes
(4) Running Password: Stark

FOB Einstein Academic Hall BG 75703 32573
OBJ IronMan is Brandt Hall BG75813268
OBJ Hulk is located at the intersection of Cheney/Parker BG75653269
OBJ Thor is located at the intersection of Cheney/Pacific BG75913265
Brandt Field Center BG75853277
MAP AI Redhawks

